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ABSTRACT 
For any positive integer k let P, denote the characteristic polynomial of the 
adjacency matrix of the path on k vertices. We obtain certain results regarding t’, 
evaluated at A(C), the adjacency matrix of any given graph G. For some special 
graphs G, we describe the matrix P,(A(G)) completely. We call a graph G path-posi- 
tive if I’,(A(G)) is a nonnegative matrix for all positive integers k. It is shown that if 
G is a connected graph with a vertex of degree at least four, then G is path-positive. 
We conjecture that all connected graphs are path-positive apart from a few excep- 
tional cases described in the paper. 
1 _. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. The 
adjacency matrix of G, usually denoted by A(G), is defined to be a square 
matrix of order IVI. The i, j entry of A(G) equals the number of edges 
between the ith and the jth vertex of G. In this paper we mainly consider 
graphs with no loops or multiple edges. 
The path on n vertices (or of length n - 1) is the graph with n 
vertices-say, 1,2,. , n-and with n - 1 edges, such that vertices i and 
i + 1 are adjacent, i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1. The adjacency matrix of the path is 
clearly the tridiagonal matrix with l’s on the super- and subdiagonals and 
zeros elsewhere. We will denote the adjacency matrix of the path of n 
vertices by A,,. 
For any positive integer k we denote by P, the characteristic polynomial 
of A,. We also make the convention that P, = 1. We have 
P,(A)=det(hl-Ak), k =1,2,... (1.1) 
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The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the behavior of Pk evaluated 
at the adjacency matrices of arbitrary graphs. Some results of this type were 
obtained in [l], where the purpose was to construct examples of “hyper- 
groups” of matrices. In this paper, however, our point of view is mainly 
graph-theoretic. 
We now describe the main results of the paper. It was shown in [l] that 
P,(A,) > 0, 1~ k Q n. The exact form of P,(A,,), 1 Q k < n, was also given, 
without proof. A formula for P,(A,), 1 < k < n, has also been given by 
Beezer [2]. In Section 2 of this paper we completely describe the structure of 
P,(A,) for all positive integers k. It turns out that Pk(A,> is periodic with 
period 2n +2. We then obtain a recurrence relation for Pk evaluated at 
certain matrices, which is used extensively in the rest of the paper. For 
example, it is shown, using the recurrence relation, that if B is a nonnegative 
n X n matrix, then 
Pk( A, + B) > 0, k=1,2 ,..., n. 
We introduce the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The graph G is said to be path-positive of order m if 
P,(A(G)) z 0 for k = 1,2,. . . , m. Furthermore, the graph is said to be path- 
positive if P,(A(G)) > 0 for all positive integers k. 
We define the broom with parameters n,m as the graph obtained as 
follows (see Figure 1). Consider the path with n vertices. Introduce m 
additional vertices, all adjacent to the vertex 1 of the path. We denote the 
adjacency matrix of the broom with parameters n, m by B,, ,,I. In Section 3 
we describe the pattern of P,(B,,,,) for all positive integers k < n and the 
pattern of P,(B,,,) for all positive integers k. It turns out that B,,, is 
path-positive of order 2n + 1. It is shown that if m > 3, then the broom with 
parameters n, m is path-positive. 
The remainder of the paper is mainly concerned with establishing the 
path-positivity of a large class of graphs. In Section 4 we show that B,,, is 
path-positive. This result is then used in Section 5 to show that if the 
connected graph G has a vertex of degree at least four, then G is path-posi- 
tive. Finally in Section 6 we present some remarks and open problems. 
FIG. I 
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2. EVALUATING Pk AT A PATH 
We begin by noting that the matrix A,, is given by 
(2.1) 
We see that A,, is a symmetric matrix and hence any power of A,, or any 
polynomial in A,, will give rise to a symmetric matrix. On expanding the 
determinant along the first row, we get a recurrence relation given by 
P,(A) = APk_l(A) - P,_,(A) for k =2,3,... (2.2) 
with P,(A) = A. The recurrence relation can be used to get a closed expres- 
sion for Pk; see Lovasz [4, p. 721. 
We state the following result for further use: 
if n=gk+l for k=0,1,2 ,..., 
if n=2k for k = 1,2,..., (2.3) 
i.e., A,, is nonsingular for n even. The proof of (2.3) can be made by 
induction, using (2.2) and the relation det(A,) = (- l)“det(AI - A,,)(h=O = 
(- llnP,(A)]~=o. 
Now we proceed to describe the structure of P,(A,) for all k E Z +. We 
will write A,., A j to represent the i th row and the j th column of the matrix 
A, respectively. We first state the following result, which is essentially 
contained in Beezer [2]. We include a proof for completeness. 
LEMMA 2.1. For l<k<n 
1 if i+j=k+2r with i,j>randr=l,Z ,..., n-k, 
(pk(An>)ij = {o othrwise 
(2.4) 
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on k. 
Step 1. For k = 1, P,(A) = A and hence P,(A,) = A,,. Also in this case 
we have i+j=I+2r with &j&r and r-=1,2 ,..., n-l, i.e., (i) if i=r 
then j=r+l,and(ii)if i=r+l then j=r with r=l,2,...,n-I. Hence 
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we see that in either case Ii - jl = 1. Therefore (2.4) gives us 
1 if /i-j/=1, 
(Pl(An))ij = i. othenvise 
which is same as (2.1). 
Step 2. Let the lemma be true for 1~ k < rn < n - 1. We have 
and hence 
p,,,+,(A.) =A.Pm(A.) - f’,,,-,(4) 
(J’m+~(Art))i.= (A,,‘,,,(A,,))i.-(‘,,,-,(A.))i. (2.5) 
Case 1: i=l. The RHS of (2.5) is given by 
(A,P,,,(A,)),.-(P,,,-,(A,)),. 
= (~,,,(A,)),. - (p,,,-,(A.)),. 
= co, . ’ O, lnt,r ;,;,,, ’ O,l,O )...) O)-(0 ,...) 0, 1 1rrth pl;1ce ,o,...,o> by (2.4) 
=(O,...,O, 1 
TFI + 2th &w 
,O,...,O) =(&,+,(A,)),. by (2.4) 
= [LHS of (2.5) for i = 11. 
Case 2: 2 < i Q n - 1. We will give a proof for i = 2, and i = 3,4,. . , 
a - 1 can be handled in a similar way. The RHS of (2.5) is given by 
(A,~P,,,(A,)),.-(P,,,-,(A,,)),. 
= (p,,,(A.)),.+(P,,,(A,,)),.-(P,,1-,(A.)),. 
= (O,...,O, ,n_lllh,O >..., 0>+(0 >...> 0, ,,,~l~I,,o,l,o,l,o >...> 0) 
-(O ,...) 0, 1 ,O,l,O )...) 0) using (2.4) 
,n - lth 
= (O,...,O, ,n+lllh ,0,1,0>...>0) = @‘,,,+,(A.)),. using (2.4) 
=LHSof(2.5)for2,<i<n-1. 
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Case 3: i = n. The RHS of (2.5) is given by 
(A.P,,,(A.))n.-(P,,,-,(A.)).. 
= (p,,l(A.)).-,.-(P,,,~,(A,,)).. 
= (O,...,O, ,,_,,~_lth>o’liO >...> o>-(0 >...> 0, 1 ,o,...,o> 
n - 1rt + 101 
using (2.4) 
=(O,...,O, 1 ,O>...,O) = @%+,(A.)),,. using (2.4) 
11 - 11, - 1 th 
= LHS of (2.5) for i = n. 
Hence the result. W 
CoR0LLARY 2.2. Fork=1,2 ,..., n,(P,(A,,)),,aO for l<i,j<n. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 each entry of P,(A,,) either takes the value 1 or 0. 
n 
Note that according to Corollary 2.2, the path on n vertices is path-posi- 
tive of order n. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem for A,, may also be derived 
from Lemma 2.1 as follows. 
COROLLARY 2.3. For i = 1,2 ,..., n and j = 1,2 ,..., n, (P,,(A,)),, = 0. 
Proof. Replacing k by n in (2.4) we see that i + j = n + 2r with 
i, j 2 r cannot be satisfied. Hence we get (P,,(A,,)),, = 0 for all i, j. n 
LEMMA 2.4. For any integer k E L+, 1 < 1 =G k, and for any matrix A, 
P,(A) = W%-I(A) - L(A)Pk-dA). (2.6) 
Proof. Let 1 = 1; then the RHS of (2.6) is given by 
P,(A)P,-,(A)- P,(A)P,-,(A) =AP,-,(A) - P,-,(A) 
= G(A) using (2.2). 
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Now let (2.6) be true for 1 Q 1~ m Q k - 1. Therefore 
P,(A) = Pm(A)P,-,,(A) - Pm-dA)Pk-“,-l(A) 
= f’,,@)bL,-,(A) - Ln-,(A)] - P,,-&A)&,-,(A) 
= k,(A)A - Pm-,(A)] Pk-m-,(A) - P,,(A)f’-,-,(A) 
= %,+dWL,n-kA)- P,,(A)P,-,-,(A). 
Hence we see that (2.6) holds for 1 = m + 1 also. Therefore (2.6) holds for all 
1 withl<l<k. n 
THEOREM 2.5. Let k = t(n + l)+ i where i = 0,1,2 ,..., 72. Then 
P,(A,) = 
P,(An) if t is 60671, 
- P,_(,+,,(A,) if t is odd, 
(2.7) 
where P_ ,(A,) is the zero matrix. 
Proof. We will prove the result by induction on t. Clearly the expres- 
sion (2.7) holds true for t = 0. 
Case 1: Let us assume that (2.7) holds for 0 < t 6 2m. Now consider the 
case t=2m+l, i.e., k=(2m+l)(n+l)+i with i=O,1,2 ,..., n. Since 
P,(A,) = 0, we have P,(A,) = 0 for I= 2m(n + l)+ n; also, k - I= i + 1. 
Now, using Lemma 2.4, 
P,(k) = P,-,(A,)P,(A,) - fL-b%,)PdAn) 
= Pk_,(A,) X0- P,(A,)P,_,(A,) (by the induction hypothesis) 
= - P,(A”)P”-,(A,) 
= P n+l+i(An) 
=- P n-(t+u(A?l) [n+l+i=l(n+l)+i]. 
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Note that 
P n+l+i(An) =P”(A,)Pi+l(A,)-P”-,(A,)Pi(A,) 
= - Pn-,(An)Pi(An) using Lemma 2.4. 
Case 2: Let us assume that (2.7) holds for 0 < t < 2m + 1. Now consider 
thecase t=2m+2,i.e., k=(2m+2)(n+l)+i with i=O,1,2 ,..., 71. Since 
P_,(A,)=O, we have P,(A,)=O for Z=(2m+l~n+l)+n; also, k-l=i 
+ 1. Now, using Lemma 2.4, 
P,(A,) = PdA,)PdA,) - Pk-~-dA,,)p~_~(An) 
= O- [ - Po( An)] PiCAn) (by the induction hypothesis) 
Hence (2.7) holds for all k. n 
REMARK. We see that P,(A,) is periodic with period 2n + 2, as 
P_,(A,) = Pzn+r(A.), P&4,) = Pzn+z(A.), P&4,) = Pzn+JA,,), 
. . .,P,,(A,) = P,,+,(A,), Pzn+l(A,) = Pbn+&ln), and so on. 
We now obtain a recurrence relation which will be quite useful. 
LEMMA 2.6. For any positive integer k and square matrices A and B, 
k-l 
P,(A+B) =P,(A)+ c P,(A)BP,_,_,(A+B). 
s=o 
(2.8) 
Proof. We use induction on k. For k = 1, the RHS of (2.8) is P,(A + B) 
= A + B = P,(A)+ B, which is the same as the LHS of (2.8). Let (2.8) be 
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Pt,l+l(A + B) = (A + B)P,n(A + B) - P,,-,(A + B) 
= AP,,( A + B) - P,,,_ 1( A + B) + BP,,,( A + B) 
i 
772 - 1 
=A P,,,(A) + c C(A)BP,,-,y-,(A + B) + BP,,,(A + B) 
s=O I 
,” -2 
- P,,,-,(A) - c P,(A)BP,,,-,-,s(A + B) 
s = 0 
= A?,,(A) - p,,,-l(A) 
i 
m-1 
+ c [Aft(A)- L,(A) 
s = 1 
]W,,-,-,s(A + B) 1 
I 
+ ABP,,,_ 1( A + B) + BP,,,( A +B) 
,n - 1 
+ BP,,,(A + B) + ABP,,,_,(A + B) using (2.2) 
111 
zz P,,,+,(A) + c S,(A)BP,,-,(A + B). 
s = 0 
Hence the result is proved. 
COROLLARY 2.7. For any positive integer k, 1 Q k < n, and any nonnega- 
tive square matrix B of order n, P,(A, + B) is a nonnegative matrix. 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.6, we have 
k-l 
f?k(A, + B) = Pk(4,) + c Ps(4)BPk-,-,(4 + B) for kEZ+. 
S=O 
But by Corollary 2.2, P,(A,) > 0 for 1 < k Q n. So if we apply induction on 
k, for a fixed n, we will get the required result. H 
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3. EVALUATING Pk AT A BROOM 
In this section, we will first of all describe the pattern of Pk(B,,,n) for any 
integer m and k 6 n. The order of the matrix B,,,,, is (n + m>X(n + ml. Let 
m n 
B 
ln 4, Br, = 
n , 111 
[ 1 n 4, B7.2 
with B,l = 0, B,, = (e,,L,O)r 
where the zero matrix is of order m X(n - 1) and where errl = (I, 1,. . . , I)“, 
B,, = Bf,, and B,, = A,,. 
THEOREM 3.1. For k < n, ij-we partition the matrix Pk(B,,,,) = P;” (say) 
according to the partition of the matrix B, ,,,, then: 
(1) We have 
(3.1) 
where 
tDZ>ij= m 1 s[(m-l)l-l+(-l)‘] zf i=j, (3.2) (@),,+(-IY+ if i# j. 
(2) We have 
k-l 
(( ‘km) Kdij = 
(m-l)’ $ j=k-2rwithr=O,1,2 ,..., 2 , 
[ 1 
0 otherwise. 
Note that the RHS 
(3) We have 
(3.3) 
does not depend on i; hence ((P,“),,)ij = ((Pr)lz)lj. 
( Pr)zz = P,( A,) + CL!‘, (3.4) 
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where 
tf'i+j=k+2-2rwithr=o,l,...,[k/2]-1, 
otherwise. 
(3.5) 
Proof. Let us use induction on k. For k = 1, P;” = B,,,, which can 
easily be seen to hold. Now let the theorem be true for 1 Q k Q t G 12 - 1. 
Consider 
Pt+d%,,) = %,&(B,,,n) - Pt-,@,,m). (3.6) 
We will prove the result for t odd; the proof for t even can be given in a 
similar way. 
(1): Using (3.61, we get (Ptm+l)ll = B,2(P,m)2, -(Pill),,, i.e., 
Since t is odd, (t - 1)/2 E Z+. Therefore 
(( ptYl) 1l)ij 
I (m-l)‘- ~((m-l)r~r+(-l)r}-(-l)r+r 
if i#j, 
= 
(m-l)‘- ${(m-l)r-l+(-l)‘) if i=j, 
1 ~{(m-l)r+(-l)r+l}+(-l)‘+z if i# j, = G{(m-l)r+(-l)r+l) if i= j, 
where r = (t - 1)/2, which is equal to the expression on the RHS of (3.2) 
after replacing 1 by r + 1. 
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(2): 
= to,..., 0, 1 t+lth’ 0 )...) 0)+(0,a,,o,cu,_, ,..., 0, a0 PO, ...> 0) 
t - lth 
-(O,&,O )..., 0, PO ,O~...~O)> 
t -1th 
where a = [t/21 - 1 = [(t - 2)/2] = b, aj = m(m - i)j, land pj = (m - l)j. 
so 
((~;:~)12)i.=(o,~,+~,o,~,~o~...~o~ vo ,O>...>O)> 
t + lth 
where vj = (m - l)‘, which is same as the row obtained by using (3.3). 
(3): (Cp;“,,),,)ij =(Bzl(p~),,)ij +CB,,CpF),,)ij -((ptm_1)22)ij' 
Case (i). For i = 1, we get 
(( ptm+J2A. = 4 fY>12)1. + ((ptm)22)2. - (( K1)22>l. 
=m((a,,O,a._,,O ,... ,O,a,,O,...,O)) 
tth 
+(0 I..., 0, t~h,O,l,O ,...> 0) 
+(&,O,&_I,O>...,o> PO ,o,...,o) 
t -2th 
-(O ,...) 0, lh,O ,...) O)-(v,,O )...) 0, v. ,o ,..*, o), 
t -2th 
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where a=[(t-1)/2], b=[t/2]-l=[(t-1)/2]-l=c, iuj=(m-l).i, pj 
= m(m - 1)j-’ = LJj. so 
where Sj = m(m - l)j-’ for 1~ j < d and d = [(t + 1)/2], which is same as 
the row obtained by using (3.4) and (3.5). 
Case (ii). For i + l,n, we have 
Since i > 1, i + j > 2. Now let i = 2, so we get 
But 
(cy),.+(c:l),.-(c;“,),.= (O,a,,O )...) 0, a0 ,o )...) 0) 
t - lth 
+(o,p,,o,...,o, PO ,O,...>O) 
t -3rd 
-(O,v,,O ,..., 0, vg ,o ,..., 01, 
t -3rd 
where u=[t/2]--1, b=[(t-2)/2]-l=[(t-3)/2]-l=c, ctj= 
m(m - l).‘-’ = pj = vi. Therefore (Cy)l. +(C:“>,. -(CFA1)2. = (Cy),. = 
(Cl’: 1>2 ., as [t/21 = [(t + O/21 b ecause t is odd. In a similar way, we can 
handle i = 3,4,. . , n - 1. 
Case (iii). For i = n, consider 
((ELM. = ((TM-1. - (( K,M,. 
=(Pt(A,))n_l.+(CI”).-I.-(Pt-,(A,))n.-(C~~11), 
=(Pt+I(A.)),.+(CI”),,-,.-(C;‘4,)... 
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Since t < n - 1 and n + j < n, we get (Cr),_,. = (0,. . ,O)= (Cl”>,.. Aso 
(c~~~),.=(o,...,o), using(3.5). Hence ((P~~,),,),.=(P,+,(A,)),.+(C,“,,),.. 
Now combining the three cases, we see that the theorem holds good for t 
odd. Hence the result. n 
COROLLARY 3.2. For m = 2, 
(1) we have 
where 
(D,)ij= 
i{1+( -l)‘} if i=j, 
(D!),,+(-l)‘+’ $ i#j; 
(2) we have 
((‘lF)lZ)ij = ( 1 if j=k_2rwithr=0,1,2,.. 
0 otherwise ; 
and 
(3) (P& = P,(A,)+ Cl, where 
2 if i+j=k+2_2rwithr=1,2, 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. In Theorem 3.1 put m = 2. 
k-l 
., L-1 2 ’ 
.JkPl> 
n 
Consider q,(h) = det(hI - B,,,). Expanding the determinant along the 
first row, we get 
4,(A) = A[P,,+,(A) - P,-,(A)] 
= APn+,(A) - P,,(A) + P,(A) - Af’-,(A) 
= p,+,(A) - P,-,(A). 
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By Cayley-Hamilton theorem qn(B,.a) = 0. Hence 
P”+2@,,2) = Pn-2m.2)~ 
(3.7) 
~“,,P,+,P,,,) - P,-0,,,)] = 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. For 72 even, P,+,(B,,,)= P,_JB,,J 
Proof Let n be an even positive integer, so that n + 1 and n - 1 are 
odd. Therefore Corollary 3.2 implies (P,“, r)rr = (P,“_ ,I1r = 0. Let us partition 
the matrix P,,+,@,,,)-- P,_,(B, s) mto four blocks according to the partition 
of the matrix B,,,, and let them be I’,,, P,,, P,,, and Pze. But P,, = 0 = 
(Pt+ 1>11 -<P,“_ l)ll. Therefore, using (3.71, we get B,, PS1 = 0, with B,, = A,,. 
But the matrix A, is nonsingular for n even, and hence P,, = 0 = Pi,. Again 
B,, Pzz = 0 with B,, = A,,, and hence Pzz = 0. Therefore, for n even, 
P,+d%,,)= Pn--1%). n 
COROLLARY 3.4. For n even, Pn+k(Bn,2)= P,_,(B,,,) jbr k = 1,2 ,..., n. 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.3, we get P,,+,(B,,,) = P,,_,(B,,,), as n is even; 
i.e., the result is true for k = 1. Now let the result be true for 1 Q k < n - 1. 
Consider 
P n+k+l(B”,2) = B,,2Pn+dBn,,) - Pn+k-dB”,d 
= Bn.d’n-d%,,) - Pn-k+dBn,d 
= Pn-k-dBn.2)* 
We will just state the analogous result for n odd, which can be proved 
similarly. 
FACT. If k is even, then P,,+k(B,,2>- P,,_k(B,,2)= 0. If k is odd, then: 
(i) ifn+k=4mfwmEZ+, 
Prz+d%,,) - L(B,,,) = [-fo-?J. 
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and 
(ii) ijn++=4m+2 formEH+, 
-1 1 
P”+k(B”,2) - PA@,.,) = L-H 1 - 1 *
0 0 
THEOREM 3.5. For all n E Z+, the matrix P2n+l(Bn,2) = 0. 
Proof. We will consider the cases n odd and n even separately. 
Case 1. Let n be even. We have 
P?_,+dA) = Pn+2(A)P,-dA)- P”,,(A)P,_,(A) 
= Pn+dA)Pn-,(A) - Pn-,tA)Pn-,(A) 
+ Pn-,tA)Pn-,(A) - Pn+dA)Pn-,(A) 
= Pn-,(A)[Pn+,tA) - P,-,(A)] + &(A)[ P,-,(A)- P,,+dA)]. 
Therefore 
JL+,(Bn,d = P,-1tB,,,)[P,+,(B,,,) - Pn-,@,J] 
+ P,-,tB,,,)[P,-,tB,,,) - Pn+O,,,)] 
= LtB,,z) x0+ f’AB,,z> x0 
= 0 using Corollary 3.4. 
Case 2. Let n be odd. We have 
P,,+,(A) = Pn+,(A\)Pn-,(A) - P,,+,(A)f’,-,(A) 
= Pn+,(A)Pn-0) - Pn-,(A)P,&) 
+ Pn-dA)Pn-,(A) - Pn+,(A)P,-,(A) 
= Pn-~tA)k+dA) - P,-,(A)] 
+ Pn-,tA)Pn-,(A) - P,,+,tA)Pn-,(A). 
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Since n is odd, n -2 is odd; therefore P,,_z(h) = AQ(n, A), say, i.e., 
+ Q(~,B,,,)B,,,[P,-,(B,,,) - Pn+d%,,)]~ 
Now, using (3.71, we get P,,+,(B,,,) = 0. 
The following result is analogous to Theorem 2.5: 
Pk( Bn,,) = 
P,(%,,) if t is even, 
- P2t,_i(Bn,2) if t is odd, 
K. LAL 
n 
(3.8) 
where k=t(2n+2)+i with i=0,1,2,...,2n+l, and P_,(B,,,)=O. To 
prove this, use induction, noting that Pzn+l(Bn,2) = 0 = P_,(B,,,,) implies 
that P,(B,,,) = 0 for s = m(2n +2)+2n + 1 whenever m < t. Now proceed 
along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.5 to get (3.8). 
4. PATH POSITIVITY OF B,,, 
Let B,,, be the adjacency matrix of the broom with n -t3 vertices shown 
below: 
. I I - . . . M 
11 2 3 n-l n 
In this section we show that Pk(Bn,B) is entrywise nonnegative for any 
integer k > 0. 
Let 
3 ” 
PdBn.3) = 
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where t denotes transpose. Note that X’ is the zero matrix, Y1 has l’s in the 
first row and O’s elsewhere, and 2’ is the adjacency matrix of the path on n 
vertices. 
Let B,,, be the adjacency matrix of 
. I . 
so that 
! 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 B,,,= 0 0 0 1 0 
1 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 
I 
The next result gives the exact expression for Pk(B,,,) for all positive 
integers k. The result can be proved using the basic recurrence (2.1) and 
induction. This can be done by a case-by-case analysis which we omit. 
LEMMA 4.1. We have 
(i) P2k_,(B2,,) = kB,,, for all k E L+; 
k+l ii-1 2 if i+j,i#4, j#4, 
(ii) (P,,(B,,s)),j = k + I 
i-1 2 
+( -l)k if i= j, i#4, j+4; 
2k+l if i=j=4, 
where [xl denotes the greatest integer not greater than x. 
It clearly follows from Lemma 4.1 that B,,, is path-positive. 
LEMMA 4.2. For U, k E Z+, k > u +4, we have 
(Zk-u)r” - ( 2k--u--B)rn = ( Zk-U--B)rn - ( zk--u--4)rn +( 2k--tr-2)sn. (4.1) 
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Proof. We shall prove the result by induction on U. We use (2.1) several 
times in what follows. For u = 1 we have the LHS of (4.1) as 
= (y I( yk--2)’ + z’zk-2 - Zk-qln - (zk-3) In 
=3((Yk-2)t),"+(Zk-2)2n-2(Zk--3)*" 
=3((Y’)IZk-3-(Yk-4)L)1n+(Z’-“)2,-2(Zk-3),, 
= 3[ W-3),, - ((W),J 
+ (Y’(Yk-ql+ z’zk-a- 
1 Zk-4)2J -2(Zk-3)ln 
= (Zk_3),” -3((Yk-ql” +(Zk-qln +(zk-3),, -(Zk-4),, 
= (Zk-3)*n +(Y'(Yk-4)t + z’zk-4- Zkyn 
+ ( zk-3),, - (zk-4),” -3((Y”_4& 
= ( zk-3),, +3((Yk-4)f)l” +(Zk-4)2n 
-(zk-5)l”+(z~-3)3n-(Zk--I)2”-3((Yk-4)L)ln 
= ( zk-3),, - ( zk-5),, + ( zk-3),, 
= [RHS 0f (4.1) for u = 11. 
Now let (4.1) be true for 1 < 1 < u. For l= u + 1, we have the LHS of (4.1) 
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as 
( Zk-yln - ( Zk-u-3)ln 
= ( y’( yk-u-2) t + zlzk-u-2 _ zk-u-3 ),” -(zk--u-3hn 
= 3((Yk-U-P)t)1n +( zk-U-2)2n -2( zk-U-3)ln 
=3[@-“-“),,-((Yk-y)J 
+ [(yl(yk--nl)‘+ zlzk-u-3_ z”--4)2n] _2(zk-u-3)ln 
= (zk-u-3)ln +(yl(yk-u-4)‘+ zlzk-u-4 _ zk-u-5)1n 
+ ( Zk--u-3)3n -(Zk-u-4)2” -3((Yk-u-4)yln 
- ( Zk--u-qln + ( Zk-y3” - ( Zk-u--4)2n -3(( Yk--u-4)yln 
= ( zk-u--S)ln - ( zk--U-J)ln +( zk-u-3)3n 
= [RHS of (4.1) for Z= u + 11. 
Hence the lemma is proved. n 
THEOREM 4.3. For k E Z+ and n > 2, P,(B,,,) is entrywise nonnega- 
tive. 
Proof. We shall use induction on n. For n = 2, consider Pk(Bn,3) = 
Pk( B,,,), which is nonnegative by Lemma 4.1. Let the theorem be true for all 
1 with 2 < 1~ k - 1. Let us show that the theorem holds for 1= k. We write 
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B n,3 = A + B, where 
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n+2 1 
A= 
n+2 B,,, 0 
L-l- 1 0 0 I 
It+2 
’ B= 
1 
with en+2 = (0,. . .,O, l)t. 
Consider Pk(B& = P,(A + B). By Lemma 2.6, 
k-l 
Pk(A + B) = P,(A) + c P,(A)BP,_,_,(A + B). (4.2) 
s = 0 
By the induction hypothesis, for each s with 0 < s < k, Z’,(A) is nonnegative 
except possibly for the entry (n + 3, n + 3). Note that (P,(A)),,, +3 = 0 for all 
s withO<s<k andforall i=l,2,..., n +2. Also all the matrices in RHS of 
(4.2) are symmetric. Therefore, we get that Pk(B,J is nonnegative except 
possibly for the entry (n + 3, n + 3). 
For showing (Pk(Bn,B))n+3,n+3 =(Zk),, is nonnegative, we claim that for 
i=l,2,..., n - 1 and k E Z+, (Zkji, -(Zk-l)i+, ,, > 0. To prove the claim 
note that for k = 1 we have (Zkji,, -(ZkP1)i+;,,, =(Z’>,,, -(Z’),+, ,, = 0. 
Now suppose that the claim holds for 1~ 1~ k, and consider thd case 
I = k +l. We have (Z’ji, -(Z’-‘)i+,,. = (Zk+‘jin -(Zk)i+l,,l. Let us first 
consider the case i = 1. We have 
(Zk+l)ln -cm,, 
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Using Lemma 4.2 repeatedly, we can bring down the superscript of the 
negative term to either 0 or 1. Since (Z’),, = 0 for either 1 = 1 or 0, we see, 
using the induction hypothesis of the theorem, the claim to be true for i = 1. 
For i > 1, we have 
(Z”+‘)i,~-(Z~)i+,,n=(Y~(Y~)t+Z1Z~-Z~-~)i~,-(Z~)i+l,. 
=(Zk)i-l,r~-(Zkpl)in 
2 0, using the induction hypothesis. 
Hence the claim holds good. 
Therefore, we have 
(Pk(%3))n+3,n+3 = (z”),, = (yl(yk-I)‘+ z’zk-’ - ~“-2)~~ 
=(Zk-~)n-,,,L-(Zk-P)““>o, 
using the above claim. Hence Pk(Rn,s) is entrywise nonnegative. 
5. POSITIVE RESULTS ON PATH POSITIVITY 
n 
Let G, =(V,, E,) and G, = (V,, E,) be two graphs, where y and Ei, 
i = 1,2, are the vertex sets and the edge sets respectively. We define the 
union of the two graphs G, and G, by G, = G, U G,, with vertex set 
V, = Vi U V, and edge set E, = E, U E,. 
LEMMA 5.1. IfG, = (Vi, E,) and G, = (Vz,, E,) are path-positice graphs, 
then G, = G, U G, is also path-positioe. 
Proof. We have G, = (V,, E,), where V, = Vi U V, and E, = E, U E,. 
We know that P,(A(G,)) > 0 for i = 1,2 and for all k E Z+. We must show 
P,(A(G,)) > 0 for all k E Z+. 
If Vi n V, =0 then 
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In this case it is easy to see that 
and the result is trivial. If Vi n V, +0, then we prove the result by induction 
on k. For k = 1 we have P,(A(G,))= A( 0, as its entries are all 
nonnegative. Now let the result be true for 1~ k < m. After a relabeling of 
vertices if necessary, we can write 
A( G3) = A + B, 
where 
A=[A(zll i] and B>O. 
Using Lemma 2.6, we get 
K+l(A(Gd = Pm+,(A) + ii P,(A)B?n-,(A(Gd). (5.11 
s=o 
We claim that the first IV,1 rows of P,+i (A(G,)) have each entry nonnega- 
tive. To prove the claim note that: 
(i) Since G, is path-positive, P,(A) 2 0 for all s E Z+ except possibly for 
the diagonal entries corresponding to the nodes 1 Vi) + 1, IV,) + 2, . . . , IVsl, 
which may be - 1. 
(ii) According to our assumption, B has all entries nonnegative. 
(iii) By the induction hypothesis P,_,(A + B) > 0 for s = 0,1,2,. . . , m. 
Combining (5.11, (i), (ii), and (iii), we see that the claim holds true. A 
similar argument shows that the rows corresponding to the vertex set V, of 
P,,,+ ,(A(G,)) have each entry nonnegative. Note that the rows corresponding 
to the nodes Vi and V, exhaust all the rows of the matrix A(G,). This proves 
the result. n 
DEFINITION 5.2. The graph G, = (Vi, E,) is said to be a subgraph of the 
graph G, = (V,, E,) if V, C V,, E, C E,. 
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LEMMA 5.3. A connected graph G = (V, E) is path-positive if it has a 
spanning subgraph which is path-positive. 
Proof. Let G = (V, 8) be the spanning subgraph of the graph G, where 
E’ c E. Let A(G), A(G) be the adjacency matrices corresponding to the 
subgraph G and the graph G respectively. Then 
A(G)=A(G)+B, 
where B is of order IV1 with each entry nonnegative. By the hypothesis of 
the lemma, 
P,(A(e)) a 0 for all k E h+. (5.2) 
Let us prove the lemma by induction on k. 
Clearly P,(A(G)) > 0. Let 
P&W)) a0 for l<k<m. (5.3) 
Using Lemma 2.6, we get 
P,n+,(A(G)) =Prn+dA(~) + B  
2 0, using (5.2), (5.3), and B a 0. 
Hence the result follows. W 
DEFINITION 5.4. A tree T is said to be a spanning tree of the graph G if 
T is a connected spanning subgraph of G containing no circuits. 
By Lemma 5.3, a connected graph is path-positive if it has a spanning 
tree which is path-positive. 
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THEOREM 5.5. lf the connected graph G has a vertex of degree at least 
four, then G is path-positive. 
Proof. Suppose G has a vertex o0 of degree at least four. Let v ( f v,,> 
be a vertex of G. Since G is connected, there exists a path from n to oO. 
Select and fix one such path. Consider the subgraph G, of G which consists 
of the path from o to tiO and three other edges incident at zjO (since there are 
at least four edges incident at oo, we can choose three edges). Thus 
G, = (V,, E,), where V, contains the vertices o, u0 and the vertices that lie 
on the path from o to u(,; and E, contains the edges with the help of which 
the path from c to v,~ is formed and the other three edges incident at vO. 
Therefore, G, is isomorphic to B,,,, for some 11 E Z+. By Theorem 4.5, B,,, 
is path-positive and hence G, is path-positive. Also G = U 1: G,:, where the 
union runs over vertices in V. A repeated application of Lemma 5.1 gives the 
required result. n 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND CONJECTURES 
The main motivation in writing this paper was to understand the rather 
curious and surprising phenomenon that “almost any” graph seems to be 
path-positive. The main open problems in this connection are as follows: 
CVNJECTURE (i). We conjecture that any connected graph is path-posi- 
tive except: 
(1) the path on k vertices, k E L+; 
(2) the broom B,, 2, n E Zf; 
(3) E,, E,, and Es, which are the graphs 
Ii * - - _ . fi Ii 
1 2 3 4 5’ 
* ; s ; . . - - G = = . 
123456 123456 
respectively. It can be checked, using a computer, that 
%(A( 4)) = 0, P,,(A(E,)) = 0, &(A( Es)) = 0. 
It is interesting to observe that the graphs listed above are precisely the 
graphs whose adjacency matrices have Perron eigenvalue less than 2 (see, for 
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example, [3, p. 781). W e d o not understand the implications of this observa- 
tion at present. 
In addition to the graphs covered by Theorem 5.5, we have been able to 
show that the graph F,, shown below is path-positive for any n > 1. 
We have also been able to show that a cycle is path-positive. 
CONJEC.KJRE (ii). It seems that either the graph G is path-positive or 
there is a k E Z+ such that P,(A(G)) = 0. We would like to have either a 
proof or a counterexample. 
CONJECTURE (iii). We conjecture that any connected graph G on n 
vertices is path-positive of order n. 
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